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 National   Pairing   Examination   

 Revised   11/21/2021   

                 3    Date   ________________   

N ame   ______________________________________________ License#   _____________________  

Mailing   Address   _____________________________________________________________________   

City   _______________________       State   ____________       Zip   __________   

Phone   _____________________       Email___________________________   

 To   qualify   for   Category   3,   the   applicant   must   be:   

1. A   current   Member   of   the   USWOA   

2.    A   significant   contributor   to   the   local   and   state   programs   
through   regular   participation   in   tournament   operations   

3.    Capable   of   scoring   a   minimum   score   of   80%   on   this   
Examination   

This   open-book   test   can   be   taken   at   home.    Use   the   USAW    2014   
Rule   Book   and   P3   Clinic   on   uswoa.com.   
Please   mail   completed   test   to:   

LeeAnn   Johnson  
6517   56th   Pl   NE     
Marysville,   WA   98270   

Or   Scan   and   email   to:     wswa.leeann@gmail.com  
 

 

 

ALL   5   Pages   of   this   test   MUST   be   returned   for   grading!!!!   
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TRUE/FALSE   (T/F)   20   POINTS   
  

1.__________  In   a   USAW   Freestyle   or   Greco   tournament,   Junior   and   below,   a   victory   by   Technical     
Superiority   is   a   lead   of   10   points   or   more.   

  
2.__________   The   line   bracket   procedure   is   to   record   the   total   match   points   or   the   Fall   time.  

  
3.__________ A   wrestler   who   leaves   the   tournament   due   to   injury   can   not   place.   
  

4.__________  Athletes   can   compete   with   a   Limited   USA   Card   membership   in   a   Freestyle   or   Greco     
Tournament.   

  
5.__________ Kids   Regional   formats   can   be   determined   by   their   respective   Regional   committee.   
  

6.__________ Double   elimination   line   bracketing   procedure   offers   at   least   two   bouts   for   each   
contestant.   

  
7.__________ In   the   round   robin   tournament,   the   wrestler   with   the   highest   number   of   victories   will   be   

ranked   first,   regardless   of   win   type.   
  

8.__________ Chief   Pairing   Master   supervises   the   entire   operation   of   pairing,   announcements,   and   
tournament   flow.   

  
9.__________ Your   tournament   is   using   Round-Robins   for   5   or   fewer   wrestlers.    Sam   Torres   is   in   a   

weight   class   of   5   and   has   two   losses.    He   is   eliminated.   
  

10._________ When   using   a   tournament   operating   system,   you   can   choose   to   change   the   mat     
assignment   numbers.   

  
  

MULTIPLE   CHOICE   (MC)   20   POINTS   
  

1.__________ In   recording   results   from   a   score   sheet,   the   Pairing   Official   should   first   look   at:   
  

a. Which   wrestler   is   crossed   out   
b. The   total   score   or   time   of   the   fall   
c. The   signature   of   the   winning   wrestler   

  
2.__________ For  USA  state,  regional,  and  national  events,  the  name  on  the  left  side  of  the  bout  sheet                   

should   be:   
  

a. The   wrestlers   last   name   in   alphabetical   order     
b. The   name   of   the   wrestler   that   will   wear   the   red   singlet   
c. The   wrestler   wearing   the   blue   singlet   

  
3.__________   How  do  you  determine  the  total  number  of  bouts  for  a  tournament  using  the  line  bracket                  

pairing   system?   
  

a. Entries   minus   the   number   of   weight   classes,   then   doubled   
b. Entries   times   two   
c. Entries   plus   placements,   plus   weight   classes,   then   doubled   
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4.__________ A   wrestler   reports   to   the   mat   too   soon   and   wrestles   the   wrong   person.   You   should:   

  
a. Let   it   go   as   the   round   is   almost   over   
b. Wait   competition   rest   time   and   wrestle   the   correct   person   
c. Disqualify   him/her   from   the   tournament   
d. All   of   the   above   

  
5.__________ In   a   tournament,   you   can:   

  
a. Keep   the   same   weight   class   on   the   same   mat   all   day   
b. Delete   a   wrestler   if   they   do   not   make   weight     
c. Move   a   wrestler   after   wrestling   starts   
d. All   of   the   above   

  
6.__________ What   is   the   rest   time   for   a   wrestler   between   matches   in   a   USAW   16U   Freestyle     

tournament?   
  

a. 30   minutes   
b. 15   minutes   
c. 45   minutes   

  
7.__________ You   have   7   wrestlers   in   an   8   man   bracket.    Where   is   the   bye   placed?   

  
a. Line   7   
b. Line   2   
c. Line   4   

  
8.__________ Where   do   you   go   to   view   the   total   number   of   matches   in   Trackwrestling?   

  
a. Print   documents   
b. Bout   schedule   
c. Groups   
d. All   of   the   above   

  
9.__________ Your   tournament   is   using   Round-Robins   for   5   or   fewer   wrestlers   in   the     

Novice   70   lb.   weight   class   and   you   have   5   wrestlers.    Who   gets   the   first   bye?     
  

a. Wrestler   #1   
b. Wrestler   #3   
c. Wrestler   #5     
d. It   does   not   matter     
  

10._________ When  Mat  Officials  are  running  3man  mechanics,  the  computer  operator  mat  side              
records   the   match   points   given   by?   

  
a. The   Judge   
b. The   mat   official   on   the   whistle   
c. The   Chairman   
d. All   the   above   
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SEPARATION   (SWD)   30   points   
  

Separation   at   a   region   tournament   using   draw   numbers   (No   Seeds).   
  

Name State Draw   number   
Jacob   Thorton CA 7   
Tom   Langley CA 5   
Ron   Carrier ND 8   
Randy   Harvey OK 3   
Mark   Schaffer OK 2   
Allen   Newton NY 6   
Marvin   Raines MT 4   
Steve    Monroe IA 1   

  
  

Place   each   wrestlers   name   and   state   on   the   line   of   an   8   man   bracket   using   separation   (No   Seeds)   
  

1._____________________________________   
           I   

2._____________________________________I   
     

3._____________________________________   
           I   

4._____________________________________I   
     

5._____________________________________   
           I   

6._____________________________________I   
  

7._____________________________________   
           I   

8._____________________________________I   
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ROUND-ROBIN    (RR)    30   points   
  

Pair   the   rounds   for   these   5   wrestlers   using   the   Round-Robin   format.   
  

1. Jose   Sanches TX   
2. Ralph   Newman MN   
3. Jim   Harris OH   
4. Anthony   Reeves NY   
5. Marc   Smith CO   

  
Round   1:   
________________ vs ________________   

  
________________ vs ________________   

  
________________ vs ________________   

  
Round   2:   

  
________________ vs ________________   
  

________________ vs ________________   
  

________________ vs ________________   
  
  

Round   3:   
  

________________ vs ________________   
  

________________ vs ________________   
  

________________ vs ________________   
  
  

Round   4:     
  

________________ vs ________________   
  

________________ vs ________________   
  

________________ vs ________________   
  

Round   5:     
  

________________ vs ________________   
  

________________ vs ________________   
  

________________ vs ________________   
  


